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Abstract Data availability is one of the most important properties of peer-to-peer (P2P) storage systems.
Availability analysis model and data placement are two key design choices. Users in P2P storage system are
both providers and customers. This characteristic determines that the availability analysis must be user-centric,
and thereby enhance the quality of service and decrease the system cost. The popular approach in recent
studies is simple random placement with steady-state model, which has the following drawbacks: 1) It ignores
the up/down patterns of nodes, whose availability is over-estimated or under-estimated at different periods
of time. 2) It ignores the access patterns of users, so the availability perceived by users is hard to evaluate
precisely. 3) It ignores the huge difference of nodes’ availability, thus leading to the absence of incentive. This
paper proposes a novel user-experience-based availability model, which evaluates the availability of P2P storage
system in terms of user experience, which can degenerate to traditional availability analysis model. Based
on the new model, this paper proposes decentralized data placement algorithms for two typical P2P storage
applications: “data sharing” and “personal backup”. By the trace-driven simulation, we prove that our methods
can enhance the availability perceived by users greatly, reduce the variance of the availability dramatically and
eliminate the nodes with low availability in data-sharing applications; meanwhile, it can provide different-level
service to encourage users according to their contributions.
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1

Introduction

Availability is a storage system property which measures the probability that data can be retrieved. P2P
network provides favorable conditions for storage system because of its high scalability and autonomy.
Therefore, the key design issue in P2P storage system is to ensure high availability under users’ high
dynamics. In many applications, not all resources are required to be up at every point in time. A
resource is required to be up only during the time periods when the user requests it. Therefore, the data
placement aimed at appreciated availability is more helpful for rational allocating and saving resources.
The challenges of user-based availability analysis are 1) How to describe the users up/down behaviors
accurately, 2) how to evaluate the data availability from users’ perspective, 3) how to choose peers to
place replications to enhance users’ appreciated availability.
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The current study [1–5] has used the steady-state availability analysis model and random placement.
This approach has three drawbacks: 1) It ignores the up/down patterns of nodes, whose availability is
over-estimated or under-estimated at different periods of time, so it cannot describe the users up/down
behaviors accurately. 2) It ignores the access patterns of users in different P2P storage applications, so
the availability perceived by users is hard to evaluate precisely. 3) It ignores the huge difference of the
nodes’ availabilities which present their contribution, so that the resource allocation usually does not
match the contribution, thus leading to the absence of incentive.
This paper constructs an availability analysis model from the users’ standpoint based on describing the
up/down pattern and availability of nodes accurately, provides decentralized data placement algorithms
for two typical P2P storage applications respectively, solves the three main issues mentioned before,
and proves that the algorithms can enhance the user experience effectively and effect the whole system
positively.

2

Related work

In the existent P2P-based network storage systems, such as TotalRecall [1], Farsite [6], and OceanStore
[7], there have been many studies in data placement. But these algorithms do not take the up/down
patterns and contributions of users into consideration. In contrast, this paper brings up the availability
analysis from the users’ standpoint and proposes the corresponding data placement algorithms.
Some research allows for the diversity of nodes and files. The study [8] targets to place the popular
files on the high availability nodes for enhancing the availability of system service. The study [9] proposes
several heuristic algorithms including the greedy algorithm and the group partition algorithm with the
assumption that the access frequency of each file is the same. However, they do not consider the time
factor. In contrast, this paper considered the behaviors of users in different time and their impact on the
availability, then optimizes the user perceived availability in another dimension.
Some recent studies [10, 11] allow for the time factor, but they have different perspectives. Kim et
al. [10] provided the time-related replication algorithm, which predicts the offline time according to the
length of sessions before. Tian et al. [11] proposed a fine-gained stochastic process model, focusing on
the data availability changed with time. These models have not described the users’ up/down pattern
in a long period. Instead, this paper focused on finding out the patterns, constructing the availability
analysis model from the users’ point of view, and rationally placing files with available node resources to
optimize the user experience.

3

User experience-based availability analysis model

In this section we introduce how to describe the data availability from the perspective of the users. First,
we introduce the P2P storage system and the corresponding method of measurement. Second, we provide
the way to describe the nodes’ pattern accurately. Third, we describe the data availability using vector.
At last, by integrating the availability analysis model with the access pattern, we construct the user
experience-based availability analysis model.
3.1

P2P storage system

This paper focuses on the P2P storage system with a large number of peers, which cooperate to replicate
files for each other. When a peer joins the system, it can offer a certain amount of storage resources for
other peers to place their file replicas. In return, it can also distribute its file replicas to other peers.
Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in our model.
3.2

The patterns of peers’ up/down behaviors

It is very important to accurately describe the peers’ up/down behaviors for analyzing the user-centric
availability. On one hand, the files’ availability is determined by the up/down behaviors of the peers who
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System parameters

Parameter

Description

Fi
F

The set of files to be replicated in peer i
S
The set of files in the system: F = Fi

Pi

Writable peer set of peer i

P

The set of peers in the system: P =

i

S
i

Pi

N

Number of peers in the system: N = |P |

M

Number of files in the system: M = |F |

pi = hpi1 , . . . , pin i

Availability vector of peer i, pit ∈ [0, 1] presents the availability of peer i

si

The storage space provided by peer i

fj

File size of file j

at the tth time slot

nj

Number of replicas for file j, not including the original one provided by the
owner.

R = [rij ]

A feasible replica placement

p = [rj ]

Availability vector of peers replicating file j

Aj = hAj1 , . . . , Ajn i

File availability vector of file j, Ajt ∈ [0, 1] presents the availability of file j

p[dj ]

Access-probability vector of the peers requesting file j, we use their

U = [Uij ]

The user perceived availability, Uij presents the availability of file j

at the tth time slot
availability vector for simplicity
perceived by peer i

replicate the files. On the other hand, the users’ access patterns can affect the user perceived availability.
Ref. [12] shows that a peer has regular behavior in the period of one day in high dynamic P2P systems.
So we use the availability vector pi = hpi1 , . . . , pin i instead of the average availability. The calculation
method is as follows: In the certain period of time t, count the time tonline when the peer is online, so its
availability p in this period is
p = tonline /t.
(1)
Since the peers’ regular behaviors, we investigate in the availability at different time slot in one period
T (one day). Assuming that the availability in ∆t is stable, then we get the availability vector of peer i
by (2):
pi = hpi1 , . . . , pin i, n = T /∆t, pit ∈ [0, 1].
(2)
pit presents the availability of peer i at ∆tt . Gao et al. [13] has proved that the peers’ up/down states
are similar at the same time slot every day, so the vector can describe the peers’ up/down pattern accurately; besides, the average of vector components is the traditional system availability, so the availability
vector can be used to describe the up/down pattern as well as the overall availability. We cluster the
peers’ patterns using the trace of MAZE system (subsection 5.1), and get some conclusions: 1) A peer’s
availability varies at different time slot, so the average value cannot show the peer’s characteristic completely; 2) peers can have different up/down patterns, even if they have the same average availability; 3)
the active time of the peers in different clusters has 2–7 h drift, so the availability can be complementary;
4) the most available peers always keep up, they can offer more positive impact if we can split them and
collocate with the peers with low availability.
3.3

Data availability

Assuming that file j is replicated on k peers, {pi } presents the availability vectors of the k peers, the
availability of file j at the tth time slot is Ajt :
Ajt = P (at least one peer is online) = 1 − P (none of peers is online) = 1 −

Y
i=1,...,k

(1 − pit ).

(3)
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So we get the data availability:
Aj = Aj ({pi }) =

¿
1−

Y

Y

(1 − pi1 ), . . . , 1 −

i=1,...,k

À
(1 − pin ) .

(4)

i=1,...,k

The number of peers and the shared storage space in the system is limited, so the maximum redundancy
PN
PM
of the file is r∗ = i=1 si / j=1 fj , assuming that each file has the same replicas, so nj 6 r∗ . When
replicating, we choose at most nj available peers to place the data, thus we get the data placement matrix
R = [ri,j ]N ×M , in which ri,j presents that if file j is distributed on peer i or not:
(
ri,j =

1, if peer i store fj ,
0, otherwise,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N,

j = 1, 2, . . . , M.

For each peer, the size of replicated files should be less than its shared space size, so we get (5); for
each file, the number of replicas can be calculated by (6):
∀i,

M
X

ri,j fj 6 si ,

(5)

j=1

∀j,

N
X

ri,j = nj 6

i=1

N
X

si /

i=1

M
X

fj .

(6)

j=1

rj presents the jth column of R, where we can get the peer set to store file j, we use p[rj ] to present
the availability vectors of the peer set, so the data availability vector of file j is Aj = Aj (p[rj ]), which
can be calculated from (3) and (4).
3.4

User-experience-based availability analysis

Subsection 3.3 analyzes the availability at different time from the standpoint of data. However, for users,
different access modes will lead to different user experience. In this section, we construct the availability
analysis model from the standpoint of users.
U = [Uij ], Uij presents the availability of file j perceived by peer i. Assuming the availability vector of
file j is hAj1 , . . . , Ajn i and the availability vector of peer i is hpi1 , . . . , pin i. We use the peer’s availability
vector in place of its access vector for simplicity, which means the peer may access the files at any time
when it is online.
Thus the availability of file j perceived by peer i is
Uij =

n
X

pit Ajt /

t=1

n
X

pit .

(7)

t=1

For each peer, the denominator in formula (7) is determined by itself, so our target is to maximize
Pn
t=1 pit Ajt , under the limitation of existing resources, in order to enhance Uij . Formula (7) shows that
the access probability of the file is related to the availability vectors p[dj ] of the accessors. If file j is
only requested by peer i, the pit in (7) is only related to the availability vector of this peer. If file j is
requested by k users, the pit in (7) is the average of the corresponding vector component of the k users.

4

Heuristic data placement algorithms

In this section, we introduce three heuristic data placement algorithms: 1) existent random data placement algorithm, 2) “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement algorithm, 3) “Same Level
and Pattern-similar” placement algorithm.
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Preliminary knowledge
Information collection

Ref. [9] described 1) the set of Writable peers Pi , which is the set of the neighbor peers can be used
to store data by peer i, 2) estimation of the maximum redundancy: use the locking phase strategy to
avoid multiple counting the peers’ resources, and then calculate the maximum number of replicas ni by
formulas (8)–(10):
X
Si =
si0 ,
(8)
i0 ∈Pi

Zi =

X X

fj ,

(9)

i0 ∈Pi j∈Fi0

ni = Si /Zi ,

(10)

3) message passing: More information should be added into the protocol message: the storage space si0 of
peer i0 , the size of the files needed to be distributed and the up/down information of itself. In this section,
we reuse the definitions, but the difference is that in [9] it passes the message of average availability, not
the up/down pattern message.
4.1.2

The messages of up/down pattern and data availability

When designing a real system, we use the bit string to present the up/down patterns. Each peer i traces
the up/down statuses in the recent period and records it as a bit string, for example, 1 presents online
status, 0 presents offline status, bi is like 101111001010. We use len(bi ) to present the length of the string,
use {bi } to present the number of 1 in the string, then the average availability of peer i is
Ai = {bi }/len(bi ).

(11)

We can also count the time slots of co-occurrence and the union set of the up time slots. Assume that
the pattern bit strings of peer A and peer B are bA and bB respectively, then
Time slots # of co-occurrence: CAB = {len(bA &bB )},
Up time slots # of union set: OAB = {len(bA |bB )},
Co-occurrence factor: ρ = CAB /OAB ,
Coverage factor: σ = OAB /len({bA } + {bB }).
Apparently, the bigger the ρ is, the more the similarities of their availabilities are; the bigger the σ is,
the larger the differences of their availabilities and/or their up/down patterns are, which means they are
more complementary. The data availability is calculated by OR. For example, file j has three replicas,
replicated on peer A, B and C, assuming that their pattern bit strings are bA , bB and bC , then the bit
string of file j is Abj = bA |bB |bC . By this bit string, we can get the availability vector of the data as well
as the average availability.
4.2

Random placement algorithm

There are two steps in random placement algorithm. First, each peer i collects the messages of the
writable peers and calculates the number of feasible replicas ni by formulas (8)–(10), then randomly
chooses ni peers from the writable peers set. This is introduced in [9], so we do not go into the details
here.
4.3

“Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement algorithm

“Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement algorithm is for the popular shared files, which
has two targets: 1) allocating the resources to each popular file fairly; 2) the coverage of the up time of
all the storage peers is as wide as possible, so that the popular shared files can be accessed by users at
different time. The algorithm includes two steps:
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“Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement algorithm

Evaluation of the writable peer set:
1. peer i chooses the writable per set Pi .
2. locks all the peer x ∈ Pi .
P
P
P
3. Evaluates Si = i0 ∈Pi si0 and Zi = i0 ∈Pi j∈F 0 fj , calculates ni = Si /Zi .
i

Replica placement:
4. for each x ∈ Pi : calculates the average availability Ax .
5. sorts {Ax }, x ∈ Pi , partitions the ascending sorted peers into L groups: g = {g1 , g2 , . . . , gL }.
6. for each fj ∈ Fi : randomly selects a peer x ∈ Pi to place the first replica, initializes (Abj ).
7. r = 2 to ni : // places the rest ni − 1 replicas.
7.1 for each fj in Fi : calculates Aj by Abj .
7.2 Fi0 = sorts {fj } by Aj , fj ∈ Fi .
7.3 for each fj ∈ Fi0 :
7.3.1 calculates Aj and the interval l it belongs to.
7.3.2 selects a peer x ∈ gL+1−l (has enough space) to store the rth replica, maximize σ(bx , Abj ).
i. if x = φ, selects peer x in the neighbor group of gL+1−l , maximize σ(bx , Abj ).
ii. if x = φ, skips.
7.3.3 Abj = Abj &bx .
8. releases the peers in Pi

1) Replicas calculation: The same as it for random placement algorithm.
2) Replica placement: Calculate the average availability for each peer in Pi , sort them in ascending order, partition the ordered peer set into L groups: g = g1 , g2 , . . . , gL . We can get L intervals:
[min1 , min2 ), [min2 , min3 ), . . . , [minL , +∞), in which mini is the smallest value in gi . If a peer’s availability is in the lth interval, the peer belongs to the lth level. For each file j owned by peer i, first
randomly selects a peer (who has available storage space) to store the first replica, calculates the current
file’s availability bit string Abj ; then circularly distributes the rest replicas: 1) calculates the average availability of every file according to Abj , sorts them in ascending order, then gets hAb1 , Ab2 , . . . , Abk i (assuming
that peer i has k files to store); 2) for each file j (in the sorted order), evaluates the availability and its
level l, then selects a peer in gL+1−l to store the next replica, which has the largest coverage factor with
and has enough space. If there are no available peers in gL+1−l , select the peer in the neighbor group.
Here we omit this case; 3) update Abj . The detail of the algorithm is shown in Table 2.
4.4

“Same Level and Pattern-similar” placement algorithm

“Same Level and Pattern-similar” placement algorithm is for the personal backup system, the targets are
1) as far as possible to ensure the requested data’s availability when the user is up, so place the data in the
neighbor peers who have the similar up/down patterns; 2) to encourage the users to provide resources,
making the perceived data availability have positive correlation with the users’ own availability. The
algorithm is shown in Table 3, including two steps:
1) Replicas calculation: The same as it for random placement algorithm.
2) Replica placement: First, calculate the average availabilities of each peer in Pi , sort them in ascending order, partition the ordered peer set into L groups: g = g1 , g2 , . . . , gL . For each peer i in group l, for
each file j, choose the peers 1) with the maximum occurrence factor, 2) in the same group or neighbor
group, 3) have enough space to store it.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we use trace-driven simulation 1) to study the user perceived difference of availabilities
when using traditional random placement algorithms and using our new algorithms (subsections 4.2
and 4.4), and 2) to compare the performance in P2P systems with different connectivity and different
redundancies.
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“Same Level and Pattern-similar” placement algorithm

Evaluation of the writable peer set:
1. peer i chooses the writable per set Pi .
2. locks all the peer x ∈ Pi .
P
P
P
3. Evaluates Si = i0 ∈Pi si0 and Zi = i0 ∈Pi j∈F 0 fj , calculates ni = Si /Zi .
i

Replica placement:
4. for each x ∈ Pi : calculates the average availability Ax .
5. sorts {Ax }, x ∈ Pi , partitions the ascending sorted peers into L groups: g = {g1 , g2 , ..., gL }.
6. for each fj ∈ Fi0 :
6.1 if: fj ∈ gl , |gl | > ni , chooses ni peers X to store replicas, maximize ρ.
6.2 else:
6.2.1 X = gl , stores |gl | replicas on them.
6.2.2 chooses the peers in the neighbor group of gl , maximize ρ.
7. releases the peer in Pi

5.1

Trace data

In this paper, the simulation based on the real trace of MAZE (http://maze.pku.edu.cn), which is one
of the largest non-commercial P2P file-sharing system over CERNET (China Education and Research
Network), with more than two million registered users and an average of 20K simultaneous online users,
developed by our research group. As said in [14], the peers in this system are with high dynamics, low
mean availability (0.26) and limited bandwidth. Our previous studies [14–16] have demonstrated that the
traffic and user behaviors in MAZE are similar to that in many other P2P file-sharing systems. Therefore,
our analysis is applicable for them.
The online log of Maze is a snapshot of the total online users’ information every three minutes so we
can know that when a peer joins and leaves the system. If one peer was not online for the last two weeks,
it is supposed to leave the system permanently. We collect the daily log of MAZE during one month
period March 1–30, 2005. The average active users per day is 11K (with mean availability >0.2), whose
mean continuous online time is 5.7 h, and mean continuous offline time is 9.5 h. Since we do not take
the repair strategy when users leave the system permanently, we randomly select 344 peers who are alive
during the period for simulation and analysis.
5.2
5.2.1

Measurement methodology
Simulation setup

The selected 344 peers are organized as a P2P storage system. The peers connect each other randomly,
assuming that connectivity probability of two peers is m ∈ [0, 1], when m < 1, the P2P system is
decentralized; when m = 1, this P2P system is centralized. The up/down behaviors of peers are driven
by the real trace, reflecting the users’ up/down patterns and availabilities. In the simulation, we assume
that each peer can store 20 files with the same size. The ratio of total storage space to total files’
P
P
size is redundancy r∗ = i∈P si / j∈F fj , which is a controllable factor in the simulation. To reduce
randomness, we run every simulation 20 times, and get the mean result.
5.2.2

Simulator design

1) Simulator of popular file-sharing storage system. Setup the simulation environment according to
subsection 5.2.1, each peer gets the pattern bit-string from the first two weeks trace, and distributes the
data using random placement algorithm and “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement
algorithm respectively. The availabilities of files within each hour are checked by using the trace of the
remaining 16 days. We utilize the following metrics: 1) the mean user-experienced availability A and
its distribution, 2) the variance of user- experienced availabilities. Note that, the partition placement
algorithm in [9] is a special case of “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” placement algorithm,
when the length of availability probability vector is 1, so we do not compare them separately.
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Figure 2

Variance of user-experienced availabilities.

CDF of user-experienced availabilities (m = 0.5, r ∗ = 3).

2) Simulator of back-up storage system. Similar to the former one, but distribution strategies are
random placement algorithm and “Same Level and Pattern-similar” placement algorithm. The metrics
are 1) the mean user-experienced availability A and its distribution, 2) the correlation degree of peers’
contribution (the availability itself) and its user experience.
5.3

Simulation results

In this section, we compare the performance of random placement algorithm and our new algorithms on
enhancing the user-experience.
5.3.1

Popular file-sharing storage system

In the simulator of popular file-sharing storage system, we compare the performance of the random
placement algorithm (Rand) and “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” algorithm (DL-PC) under
different connectivity and redundancies, the metrics is described in subsection 5.2.2. The simulation
results indicate that using the new algorithm we can get higher mean user-experienced availability, and
reduce the difference of users’ experiences and prevent the occurrence of over-low availability.
Figure 1 shows that under different number of replicas (r∗ ), the changes of the mean user-experienced
availability A∗ of all users with the increasing of connectivity (m). We can get 1) the mean userexperienced availability is enhanced by 9% when using the new algorithm; 2) with the increasing of
replicas, the performance of Rand approaches the performance of DL-PC, because it is much easier to get
the effect of “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” when there are more replicas to be selected
randomly; 3) the smaller the connectivity is, the smaller the mean user-experienced availability is, espec-
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Figure 5 Availabilities evaluated by different models
(using Rand algorithm).

Distribution of user-experienced availabilities (m = 0.5, r ∗ = 1).

ially using Rand, and the mean user-experienced availability is stable when the connectivity is larger
than 0.1.
Figure 2 presents the changes of the variance of user-experienced availabilities (var) with the increasing
of connectivity, under different number of replicas. We can get 1) the variance when using DL-PC is much
less than the variance when using Rand, and is very stable, which proves that it is much fairer to allocate
resources when using our new algorithm; 2) with the increasing of replicas, the variance when using Rand
is decreasing (but still higher than DL-PC).
Figure 3 shows the CDF of user-experienced availabilities under different connectivity and different
replicas (due to space limitation, here we just show the situation when m = 0.5, r∗ = 3). Apparently, the
curve of DL-PC shifts right to the curve of Rand, most spots group around the high availability level;
and the over-low availability spots are eliminated (there is no long-tail on the left side).
5.3.2

Backup storage system

In the simulator of backup storage system, we compare the performance of the random placement algorithm (Rand) and “Same Level and Pattern-similar” algorithm (SL-PS) under different connectivity and
redundancy. The metrics are described in subsection 5.2.2. The results show that our new algorithm
SL-PS can guarantee the mean user-experienced availability, and provide the service in proportion to
users’ contribution.
Figure 4 shows the availabilities evaluated by user-experience-based availability model (UB) and the
traditional availability model (TS) when using SL-PS algorithm, under different replicas (r∗ ) and con-
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nectivity (m). Figure 5 is a similar evaluation of Rand algorithm. Obviously, there is large difference
(0.3–0.5) between traditional system availability and user-experience availability. SL-PS algorithm can
get a little higher user-experienced availability (due to the space limitation, here we just show the situation when m = 0.5, r∗ = 1). When using SL-PS algorithm, peers can get better experience with the
increasing of their own availability. Whereas under Rand algorithm, the availabilities perceived by users
are random, so each peer has the motivation of being a free-rider, which leads to disruption of the system.

6

Discussion

In order to apply our model and data placement algorithm, in this section we discuss some issues we
might encounter in real systems as well as how to solve these issues by extending our algorithms.
In the “Different Levels and Pattern-complemented” algorithm, we assume the popularity of each file
is similar to each other. If the popularities are not similar, we can integrate the dimension of popularity
to further optimize the data placement. There have been many studies focusing on the popularity to
optimize the data placement, in which the key is to assign the popular files to the peers with high
availability to store. For compatibility with this dimension, we can multiply the file’s availability vector
with a weight (normalized to the popularity). Assuming that there are N files, the access probability of
the file i is ri , thus its availability vector can be extended to hAi1 , Ai2 , . . . , Ain iri /ΣN
i=1 ri . Therefore, the
target of DL-PC is to maximize the weighted availabilities under the condition of different file popularity.
The extended algorithm takes the popularity of files into consideration, so it can assign the popular files
to the peers with high availability.
In the “Same Level and Pattern-similar” algorithm, we regard the access mode as its own up/down
mode. However, due to the difference of properties between files, users may hope to have more flexible
access mode. Thus, users can be allowed to modify the access vector of each file. In order to provide
better service quality to the peers with high contribution, users still select peers with the similar up/down
pattern and access mode in the same level.

7

Conclusions

With the purpose of setting up P2P storage system under highly dynamic environment and limited
user resources, this paper provides the user-experience-based availability analysis model, integrated with
users’ up/down patterns, assess patterns and incentive mechanism. Based on this model, we propose
decentralized data placement algorithms for two typical P2P storage applications. By the trace-driven
simulation, we prove that our methods can enhance the availability perceived by users greatly, reduce
the variance of the availability dramatically and eliminate the nodes with low availability in file-sharing
applications; meanwhile, we can guarantee the most active users’ experience, provide different-leveled
service to encourage users and establish an effective motivation mechanism.
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